Testimonial for Claybridge Builders

We had the pleasure of working recently with Claybridge Builders on our home remodel and we
couldn’t be more satisfied! . The Claybridge team partnered with us and surpassed our expectations at
every step along the way. Here’s what makes Claybridge different:
•

Help creating the vision: Like many home owner’s we needed not only someone to do the work
but someone to help us create and envision our remodel. Bev and Scott brought their many
years of experience, know-how and ingenuity to help us create a remodel that well surpassed
our expectations. The quality of the work, the attention to detail and creative problem solving
from the Claybridge team made all the difference.

•

Professionalism: Bev and Scott brought a first class team of professionals to our home who
share their passion for quality and excellence. The entire team we worked with from cabinet
makers to painters to plumbers was prompt, courteous and professional and most of all
capable. Bev managed our project day-to-day and was always there to make sure that things
stayed on track and were done right. Scott kept a close eye on the architectural aspects and
made sure that critical structural and engineering dimensions were done properly.

•

Staying on budget: Too often home remodels cost more than planned. In our case we had a
budget and we needed to stick to it. Bev and Scott listened and helped us keep the project costs
under budget throughout, without sacrificing functionality or quality. At numerous points in the
project they found creative ways for us to cut costs and get what we wanted at a price we could
afford.

•

Solving problems: In any project there will be hiccups along the way. In our case, we replaced
some windows and the manufacturer had a minor quality defect. Bev and Scott recognized the
problem immediately (we didn’t even know there was one) and corrected it quickly. Perhaps the
best test of a contractor is how they handle a problem and Claybridge passed with flying colors.

We highly recommend Claybridge Builders to anyone thinking about a home building or remodeling
project. Thank You Claybridge!

